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In this short note, irreducible square-integrable representations of left 
Hilbert algebras are studied in detail. Orthogonality relations are formulated 
and proved which contain as a special case the orthogonality relations for 
square-integrable representations of unimodular locally compact groups. 
A self-adjoint (generally unbounded) operator is defined on the representation 
space, the inverse of whose square has some claim to the title “formal dimension 
operator” since in the case of unimodular groups the inverse of the square of 
this operator is just the formal dimension times the identity operator. Although 
the methods used are quite different, this note was inspired by some similar 
results of M. Duflo and C. Moore for nonunimodular groups. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [3] the author introduced the notion of square-integrable 
representations of left Hilbert algebras as a generalization of the 
concept introduced by Rieffel [4] for Hilbert algebras. Rieffel’s work 
generalized the work done by Godement for locally compact unimod- 
ular groups and so the author’s paper [3] contained an extension to the 
nonunimodular case. Recently, as a sidelight to their investigations in 
group representations, Kleppner and Lipsman [2] and D.-M. [l] 
have succeeded in generalizing Godement’s work to the nonunimod- 
ular case. In fact, [I] contains a better theorem for irreducible square- 
integrable representations of locally compact groups than was 
obtained in [3]. In this note we show, by methods quite different from 
D.-M., that this stronger result holds for arbitrary left Hilbert 
algebras and that orthogonality relations similar to [l] are also valid 
for left Hilbert algebras. Restricting our attention to the left Hilbert 
algebra of a locally compact group, we obtain some new infor- 
mation about the domain of the operator XT-l/a in [l]. 
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1. SQUARE-INTEGRABLE REPRESENTATIONS 
We will use the notation of [5] without reference. Let ‘9I be an 
achieved left Hilbert algebra and let R be a topologically cyclic 
*-representation of !3 on a Hilbert space H. For [, 7 E H, the coeffi- 
cient function X i--t ([ 1 R(h)v), (X in ‘%) is said to be square-integrable 
if it is continuous in the Hilbert space norm on 2l. In this case, there 
is a unique element cElr in H(%), the Hilbert space completion of 9f, 
such that (.$ 1 R(h)q) = (ch ) A) for all X in %. If the coefficient function 
corresponding to f, q E H is square-integrable, we abuse language 
and say that c~, is square-integrable. If 7 E H is a topologically cyclic 
vector for R such that c,,, is square-integrable, then we say that R is 
square-integrable. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let ‘$I be an achieved left Hilbert algebra and let rr be 
a nonxero s&representation of the left regular representation of ‘?I 
(on H(3)). Then 7 contains a nonzero square-integrable representation. 
Proof. Let ir be the representation of 9l on the subspace K of H(a), 
and let P be the projection on K. Then P is in L(a) and P # 0. 
Since ‘3’ is dense in H(a), P(W) + {0} and so there is an 77 E ‘3’ such 
that Pq # 0. Let K, = r(‘%)Pv- where - denotes closure in H(a). 
Then, r,, , the restriction of 7 to K,, , is topologically cyclic with 
cyclic vector PT. Moreover, 7~,, is square-integrable since for all X in ‘%, 
THEOREM 1.2. Let ‘$I be an achieved left Hilbert algebra. An 
irreducible representation R of CLI is square-integrable ;f and only if it is 
unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation of the left regular representa- 
tion. 
Proof. Since R is irreducible, Lemma 1.1 shows that if R is 
equivalent to a subrepresentation of the left regular representation 
then it is square-integrable. 
Conversely, suppose R is a square-integrable representation on the 
Hilbert space X. So there is an x in X and c,, in z?(‘%) such that for 
all h in ‘% we have 
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Thus, for all 4 in ‘9l we have 
(c,, I 5”5) = (x I R(PY)x) 2 0. 
And so by [3, Definition 1.11, c,, is in Pb. Moreover, if e is a self- 
adjoint idempotent of ‘8, we have 
(c,, I 4 = 1% I R(e)x) < Ii x 112, 
so that c,, is integrable in the sense of [3, Definition 1.41. Therefore, 
by [3, Theorem 1.101, there exists 5 in Pb C 59 C X(2I) such that for 
all h in 2X, 
(A I cm) = (4% I 5). 
Hence, for all h in 2I we have 
(445 I 5) = (A I cm) = w4x I 4. 
From this, one easily deduces that R is unitarily equivalent to the left 
regular representation of 91 on +I)~-. 
Remarks. Corollary 4.3 of [3] is false. This had prevented the 
author from attempting to prove the above theorem earlier. 
In the above results (Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.2), 2I need not be 
achieved provided it satisfies the hypotheses of [3, Lemma 1.21, 
as can be seen by a careful reading of [3, Section 31. It should be noted 
that the left Hilbert algebra of continuous compactly supported 
functions on a locally compact group satisfies the hypotheses of 
[3, Lemma 2.11 and so the results of this section apply to that algebra. 
2. IRREDUCIBLE SQUARE-INTEGRABLE REPRESENTATIONS AND THE 
ORTHOGONALITY RELATIONS 
Introductory Remarks. Let R be an irreducible representation of 
the locally compact group G on the Hilbert space X. There is a 
canonical extension of R to an irreducible representation on X of the 
left Hilbert algebra of all continuous compactly supported functions 
on G. In fact, denoting this algebra by C,,(G) we define R(f) for 
ff Coo(G)b~ 
w&4 = J$d W(4 dY(dT h’inX, 
where y denotes left Haar measure on G. 
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It is easy to check that the representation R (of G) is square- 
integrable in the sense of D.-M. [l] if and only if the representation R 
(of C,(G)) is square-integrable in the sense of Section 1. Hence, by 
Theorem 1.2, if R is a square-integrable representation of G, R 
extends uniquely to a square-integrable representation of 2l(G) 
(=(C,,(G))” by definition). Moreover, it is easy to check that in this 
case there is no conflict between the definition in [l] and our definition 
of CElr .
Now, by the proof of Theorem 1.2, any irreducible square- 
integrable representation of an achieved left Hilbert algebra 2l is 
equivalent to the left regular representation of % on M = r(%)t;-, 
where 5 E 9 _C 9b. By [3, Proposition 4.21, M = ‘We-, where e is 
a minimal projection in 2l’. For this reason, we begin by examining 
such subspaces. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let e be a minimal projection in ‘$I’ and let 2 = ‘We-. 
Then Yb n SS? = ‘We (for the deJnition of Sb see [3, p. 3961). In 
particular, SBb n ST = 2I’e. 
Proof. Let 7 E %b n X. Then q = n’(e)9 and so for all h E ‘W’, 
7+(7)X = 7r(X)r) = 7r(h)d(e)r) = d(e) 7~(h)v = d(e) 7r’(~)h. Since, W is 
the essential domain of r’(v), this implies that r’(v) = a’(e) r’(q). 
Now, r’(v) n’(q)* = r’(e) z+(r)) &(q)*&(e) is a positive self-adjoint 
operator affiliated with 9(2I)‘. But, T’(V) r’(q)* lives under x’(e) 
and therefore all of its spectral projections are either 0 or n’(e). 
Therefore, n’(v) r’(v) * is just a positive multiple of n’(e) and so by 
the polar decomposition theorem T’(T) is a bounded operator. 
Also, by the polar decomposition theorem it is clear that r’(q) is a 
multiple of a partial isometry and so without loss of generality we 
assume that n’(v) is a partial isometry. Now, n’(e) = r’(q) r’(v)* and 
also 7/(~)*7r’(~) = 77’(77’(~)*~) is a projection so that r’(q)*7 is in 2l’. 
Finally, 
Therefore, 7 = ?r’(e) ~‘(~)(7r’(~)*~) is in W, by [5, Lemma 3.51. 
Hence, 11 = m’(e)77 = r]e is in We. Trivially, ‘We C 9b n SF. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let e be a minimal projection in W. Then We is a closed 
subset of 9. 
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Proof. Let q E ‘u’; then, since n’(e) is minimal, 
n’(q7be) = n’(e) d(qqb) d(e) = m’(e), 
where s is some positive real number and so e?/vbe = se. Hence, 
so that s = 11 9 l\“/ll e 112. 
Now, for each X E &(%I), 
II r’(e?)X /I2 = (r’(qY I n’(e+) = (r’(qqbe)A I A) 
= s(r’(e)h 1 A) = s jl 77’(e)A 112. 
Therefore, 
and so 
II +dll = sliz = il erl II/II e II, 
II ~‘Wll = II +7b)ll = II eats II/II e Il. 
Now, suppose {v,e> is a sequence in ‘We and lim, qrre = A, 
lim, qnb = Ab. Then the sequence {II &(q,e)l/) is uniformly bounded 
and so for any f E ‘$I”, 
It 4W II = II 4% II = lip II 45) 77d II = l$ II +w95 II < M II 6 II. 
So, T/(A) is bounded and since h E 9, h E ‘?I’. Since, h E 2l’e-, 
h = he E 2l’e. 
Now, by the previous lemma, F = JA-lf2 is a closed operator when 
restricted to 9b n A? = We. Hence, A-1/2 is a closed operator when 
considered as an operator mapping We to A-‘/“(We). Let 
T = (I/II e ll)((kl/“)* A-1/2)1/2. 
Then T is an operator on Z = %e- with domain ‘We which is self- 
adjoint positive and invertible. Moreover, for any 4, 7 E We, 
(Tt I TV) = U/II e l12)(d-1/2f I d-1/2rl). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 2 = ‘%‘e-, where e is minimal in 5X’. Let .$, r] E H 
with 5 # 0. Then c,, exists (that is, is square-integrable) if and only if 
r) E We. 
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Proof. The set (?~(h)< j X E 2V’) is a dense linear subspace of X’. 
Define the operator A on this subspace via $+A).$) = ecu, . To see 
that A is well-defined suppose n(h)5 = r(c)5 and let y E 2l” be 
arbitrary. Then 
0 = (G - 5x I “b+d = (6 I 74 - 1;1* ++d = (Cfe I 4 - 5)* r> 
= (4 - 5) ccn I Y). 
Since y is arbitrary, rr(X)cE, = 7r(<)ctg . Define A on Zl to be iden- 
tically zero. 
Now, let x = y + +A)( b e an arbitrary element in the domain of A; 
so for all 5 E 2V we have 
Hence, 7 E Fb n % and so q E 2l’e, by Lemma 2.1 a 
Clearly, if 77 E ‘%‘e, cell is square-integrable. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 7~ be a square-integrable irreducible representation 
of the achieved left Hilbert algebra ?I on the Hilbert space 8. Then 
there is a unique positive self-adjoint invertible operator T on &? such 
that 7 E dom( T) if and only if cc,, is square-integrable for some nonxero 
.$ E 3. For any nonzero square-integrable coefficient functions c+, , 
c+,, we have (ctlnl I ~~~~~ ) = (Tqz 1 TqI)(cS1 [ f2). If, in addition, we 
assume that (a E dam(T), then the product cc n cc ,, is well-defined and 11 22 
Proof. We may assume that X = %‘e- for some minimal projec- 
tion e E VI’. Then T is defined after the proof of Lemma 2.2 and has 
domain ‘U’e; so by Lemma 2.3, if ,$ # 0, cc,, is square-integrable if 
and only if r) E dam(T). 
Thus, 
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Now, 
47, y 7d II e II2 = 471~ y 7de I 4 = (471~ ,7d +9 e I 4 
= (4nb724 e I 4 = hlb72e I 4 = hlb I e72b) 
= (71b j 72b) = (J&1+1 1 JA-l/272) = (d-1/272 I d-1/271) 
= (T72 I TT,) II e 112- 
Combining these two results gives the first equation. 
If we also suppose Ez E dam(T), then c+~ = n’(T2b) f2 E ‘%’ and so 
%% . cEzn, makes sense. Moreover, 
%111 . c&znz = q77’(712b> 52) +71b) 51 = n’(7729 746-z) e?lb> t1 
= ~‘(7~~) +hbf2) El = 77’(71~~) +e71b524 & 
= 4t2 j 7J 77’(712~> +e) f1 = 452 y 7d 74712~) 51 
- 4.52 ) 71) ctp, * 
As seen before, 
4f2 ,7J II e /I2 = (Z2 I T77d II e 112, 
so that we get c+, * c+, = (TE2 I Trll)cElrr, . 
To see that T is unique, suppose that S is another positive 
self-adjoint operator whose domain is dam(T) and such that if 
vi , q2 E dom( T) and [r , f2 E X we have 
By choosing [r , e2 E # such that (.$r / 6,) + 0, we see that for all 
rl , r12 E don-G% lT71~ I TX) = (Sri2 I hd. Now, suppose 
Q E dom( T2) C dom( T); 
then we have 7s E+ (Sq2 j SQ) = (qz I T*T,) is a continuous function 
for all ~a in dam(S). Hence, Sr]r is in dom(S*) = dam(S) and 
(q2 1 S2q1) = (ST/~ 1 S7r) = (7)2 j T2r],). Since this is true for all 
r/a E dam(T), we have S27r = T*r), for all Q E dom(T”). That is, S2 
is a self-adjoint extension of the self-adjoint operator T2 so that 
S2 = T* and hence S = T. 
Remark. It is not hard to show that if (R, , Hr) and (R,, If,) 
are two unitarily equivalent irreducible square-integrable representa- 
tions with operators Tl and T, , respectively, as defined in 
Theorem 2.4 and if U: Hr + H2 implements the unitary equivalence, 
then U*T,U = Tl. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let G be a locally compact group. Let r be a 
square-integrable irreducible representation of G (and so of 5X(G), its 
left Hilbert algebra) on a Hilbert space s?. Then, the operator K-l12 
defined by D.-M. in [l] is the same as the operator T defked above and 
so whenever we realize A? as ‘U’e- for some minimal projection e 
in ‘$I’, dam(H) = We. 
Proof. This follows from [l, Theorem 31 and the uniqueness 
of T. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let e be a minimal element of 2X and let K be the 
smallest subspace containing We of Z(Z) invariant under S(cLI) and 
9(a)‘. Then 
Proof. Clearly, 2l’e C {XEr r’(qib)& 1 & E We- and vi E ‘We> and 
clearly any subspace invariant under 9(2l)’ must contain all n’(Tb)t 
with .$ E 2l’e- and 77 E ‘Xe- so that 
Now, if 7 E W, then 
But, Tbqi E We so that this set is invariant under &(2X’) and so its 
closure is invariant under 64(2I)‘. Since We- is invariant under z-(g), 
this set is invariant under 7@l) so its closure is invariant under 9(2X). 
Thus, 
Now let R be an irreducible square-integrable representation of 2I 
on a Hilbert space HR . Let KR denote the closed subspace of %(‘$I) 
spanned by the square-integrable coefficient functions of R. Using 
Lemma 2.6, it is not hard to see that if we have two such representa- 
tions R, and R2 , then R, is unitarily equivalent to R, if and only if 
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KR, = KR, , and that if R, and R, are inequivalent then KR, and KR 
are orthogonal central subspaces of A?(%). From this one sees that i$ 
R, and R, are inequivalent, then 
where the notation is self-explanatory. This equation together with 
Theorem 2.4 constitutes the “orthogonality relations.” 
Let 5P(HR) denote the algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on 
the space HR . For two vectors .$, 7 E HR let 6 @ f denote the operator 
in LZ2(HR) given by 
(f 0 iim = (1 I d5, for [E HR. 
Let U be the map from Y2(HR) to KA defined by U(c @ +j) = cfr-l,, 
for .$ E HR and 7 E dom( T-l). Then, using Theorem 2.4 one sees that 
U extends uniquely to unitary operator which is onto KR by 
Lemma 2.6. Let PR denote the (central) projection on KR; then, 
following [l] almost verbatim, we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.7. With the notation as above, let h be in pl (see 
[3, p. 3911 for a dejinition of X’,). Then the operator R(h)T-’ extends to a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator on HR (by Theorem 1.2, R extends to XJ. 
Moreover, for any A, 5 E 3, we have 
(P,A 1 PR5) = Tr[( T-lR({)* R(h) T-l)-], 
where - denotes closure. 
Proof. Let h E ZJ , 8 E HR , and 7 E dom( T--l). Let A = k @ +j. 
Then, 
(A I U(A)) = (A I C@J = (ctT-ln I 4 = (E I q4 T-l?) 
= (R(X) T-lq 1 f) = T+?(h) T+) @ .$) 
= ‘JWW W(T 0 6% 
= Tr(R(A) T-lA*). 
Hence, R(h)T-l extends uniquely to a Hilber-Schmidt operator on HR 
and if we let (* 1 *) denote the canonical inner product on -rip2(HR), 
then we have: 
Tr(R(X) T-‘A*) = Tr(A*(l?(h) T-l)-) = ((R(h) T-l)- 1 A), 
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from which we get 
so that 
(A I ~(4) = WV) T-7 I 4, 
U*(P,(h)) = (R(h) T-l)-. 
Now, for any A, 5 E A?, we have 
(PRX 1 PRO = ((R(h) T-l)- 1 (R(5) T-l)-) = Tr((R(S) T-l)* (R(h) T-l)-) 
= Tr(T-lR(<)* (R(h) T-l)-) = Tr[(PIR(<)* R(h) T-l)-]. 
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